
Welcome to Paul Hepworth’s talk on F3P and 

F3P-AM Aerobatics. 



Bio 

 I’ve been in aero modelling for 23 years, flying 

F3A aerobatics for 18 years and 4 years flying 

F3P 

 2 times member of  the Canadian F3P national 

team. 

 

 

 



What is F3P and F3P-AM? 

 F3P is the indoor equivalent of  F3A precision 
aerobatics (pattern) where a fixed wing aircraft 
flies through a set of  prescribed maneuvers 
(sequence) in front of  a panel of  judges, who 
score each maneuver on how precisely it 
compares to a stated description. 



What is F3P and F3P-AM? 

 F3P-AM (Aerial Musical) is indoor freestyle 
aerobatics.  Similar to a freestyle flight at a scale 
aerobatics (IMAC) contest, where a contestant 
choreographs their flight to music of  their 
choice.  

 This would be a separate contest to the F3P 
contest.   

 



What is F3P and F3P-AM? 
 F3P and F3P-AM are recognized classifications 

in the FAI  (FEDERATION AERONAUTIQUE 

INTERNATIONALE) sporting code.  



F3P Example 
Paul Hepworth, round 2 at the 2013 ECC/ Canadian Team Trials. 



What are the rules? 
 Fixed wing aircraft only (no helicopters). 

 Maximum weight of  500 grams. 

 Any suitable power source may be utilised, except 

those generating any kind of  exhaust emission.  

 The aircraft must be capable of  ground take-off  and 

landing. Hand launching is not permitted unless 

pre-approved by the CD (contest director)  



History 
 F3P and F3P-AM started in Europe 

approximately 10 years ago. 

 F3P and F3P-AM were first included in the FAI 

sporting code in 2006. 

 The first official World F3P Championships 

were held in Germany in March of  2013.  



What’s the difference between an 
F3P and F3P-AM aircraft? 

 An F3P aircraft is designed to fly very precise, slow, 

stable, and with good braking on down lines. 

 An F3P-AM aircraft flies much faster, is less stable 

with a more aggressive style of  flying.  
F3P F3P-AM 



What’s the difference between an 
F3P and F3P-AM aircraft? 

 An F3P design often includes aerodynamic aids such 

as large SFG (side force generators) both on the 

wings and tail, and T-cans on top and bottom of  the 

fuselage. 

  Low Kv motors (1650-1800Kv) with low pitch 

propellers (9x2.3)  and often features contra rotating 

propellers. 

 Approximately weighing 75-95 gram rtf. 

 Running on 120-180mAh 2 cell Lipos. 

 Sometimes is covered in Mylar.  





What’s the difference between an 
F3P and F3P-AM aircraft? 

 An F3P-AM design has less wing area with large 

control surfaces and lots of  control throw. 

 Runs on a high Kv motor (2150-2300Kv) swinging a 

high pitch propeller (9x4.3) and a 325-350mAh 2 cell 

lipo.  

 Approximately weighs 135-175 grams rtf. 

 Often features a VPP (variable pitch propeller) and 

TV (thrust vectoring). 

 Sometimes includes visual aids such as lights, 

streamers.   

 





Aircraft 
 My choice for F3P is the Alan RC Fly, Elanor from 

Slovenia.  The new Elanor 2014 shown. 



Aircraft 
 My Choice for F3P-AM is the Alan RC Fly, Giles. 



Construction  
 The aircraft is constructed upside down. It is made 

from 3mm thick depron foam with carbon fiber 

trussing running from the nose to the tail; includes 

wing struts going from the bottom of  the fuselage to 

the wing tips, carbon fiber bar leading edge and 

3x.13mm Carbon for reinforcing.   



Construction 
 The hinges are made from 3M Blenderm tape and 

reinforced with fiber glass tape at the root and tip.  

 

 



Construction 
 Areas around the landing gear, wing joints 

and lipo battery can be reinforced with light 

weight fiber glass and foam safe CA. 

 



Glues 
 Use UHU por to glue depron to depron and 

carbon bar to depron.  Use Deluxe Super 

Phatic glue for carbon rod to depron.  Use 

thin foam safe CA with cotton thread from 

carbon rod to carbon rod. 

 



Pull/Pull cables 
 Use 4.5kg Spiderwire, braided fishing line for the 

pull/pull cables on the rudder and elevator.  Use a 

pair of  bowsies to adjust the tension of  the cables. 

 



Aileron output arm 
 Use an offset aileron output arm to reduce any 

aileron differential. 

 Use Trex 250 ball joint to reduce aileron slop. 



Motor 
 For F3P, I’m using the Kimmo contra system 

from Finland. 



Motor 
 For F3P-AM, I am using the NEU 1210-7Y.  



Other Motors 
 My next motor will be the Lantsov coaxial 

system.  This motor weighs 14.5 grams, with 200 

grams of  thrust. 



Other Motors 
 An interesting concept is the Glavak contra 

system. 



Other Motors 

 Glavak motor with regular prop. Weighs 12.5 

grams. 



The benefits of a coaxial system 
 Eliminates the torque.  

 Provides a braking affect/ drag on down lines.  

 No right thrust required. (Helps keep rolls axial)  



ESC 
 For F3P I’m using a pair of  YGE 7S. Only weighs 

0.7 grams. 



ESC 
 For F3P-AM I’m using the Castle Creations, 

Phoenix 10. 



Props 
 For F3P-AM I am using a Glavak 9x3.8 or 9x4.3 

carbon prop. 



TV/VPP 
 Thrust Vectoring/ Variable Pitch Propeller can 

give a very unique flying style for F3P-AM.   



Servos 
 I use the JR 188HV on the ailerons on my F3P 

plane and on rudder and elevator on my F3P-AM 

plane.  All running on direct voltage. 



Servos 
 Dymond D47s for rudder and elevator on my F3P 

aircraft.  All running on direct voltage. 



Servos 
 Futaba S3154s on ailerons on my F3P-AM plane. 



Lipo 
 I’m using the Hyperion G3  GX 120mAh, 2 cell for 

F3P and Thunder Power G6 325mAh, 2 cell, 65C 

for F3P-AM. 



Rx 
 I’m using the Spektrum AR6110 on both my F3P 

and F3P-AM aircraft. 



Saving weight. 
 You can save about 30-50% 

in depron by milling your 

solid depron airframe in 

non structural areas. 



Tools used for milling 



Tools used for milling 



Mylar Covering 
 You can save 60-75% in depron by removing all 

non structural areas and covering in Mylar. 



Saving weight 
 You can save approximately 6 grams by 

replacing the carbon rod with micro tubing.  



Saving weight 
 Save approximately 1.2 grams per servo by 

removing the stock servo lead and replacing 

with magnet wire, remove screws and CA the 

case together and remove any unnecessary 

casing.  



Saving weight 
 Remove casing and plugs from Rx and hardwire 

servos and ESC direct to Rx using magnet wire, 

saving approximately 1.5 grams. 

 Remove all the shrink wrap and keep the output 

wires as short as possible, saving approximately 

2 grams. 



Saving weight 
 Estimated weight saving on my Elanor 2013: 

Additional milling 2 g 

Replacing carbon rod 6 g 

Servos x 3   3.9 g 

Rx    1.5 g 

Lipo    2 g 

 

Total saving  = 15.4 g 

Flying weight  96 g 

 

 



Is there a entry level to F3P? 
 Yes! 

 They are three classes, starting with sportsman, 

intermediate and then FAI class. 

 Bear in mind that the sample airframe I have 

shown you is for a world champion level and 

would not be needed for a entry level pilot. 



Examples of entry level F3P 
airframe 

 Fancy Foam, Anubis. 



Examples of entry level F3P 
airframe 

 Fancy Foam, Epic. 



Examples of entry level F3P 
airframe 

 Donatas Design, Spies. 



Examples of entry level F3P 
airframe 

 Filippo Materazzi Design, Armonia. 



Sportsman sequence  
Takeoff 

Horizontal 8 

Stall Turn 

One Horizontal Roll 

Half  Reverse Cuban 8 

One Inside Loop 

Inverted Flight 

Landing 



Intermediate sequence 
Takeoff 

One Reverse Outside Loop 
Four Point Roll 

Double Immelman with Half  Rolls 
Humpty Bump; Pull-Pull-Pull with Half  rolls Up and 

Down 
Cuban 8, half  roll on 1st leg and 2/4 point roll on 2nd 

leg 
Top Hat with 1/4 rolls 

Square Loop on Corner 
Hover (5 seconds) 

Landing 



Why fly F3P? 
 It’s challenging. 

 It improves your flying skills. 

 You learn about building techniques. 

 You never stop learning. 

 It’s affordable.  

 It’s FUN! 



Contests  
 US F3P Team Trials, 21-23 March, Akron, OH 

 ECC, November 15th, Cobourg, ON 

 Canadian Indoor Masters, TBA, Guelph, ON 



Team Canada 

Paul Hepworth              Pat MacKenzie  

Xavier Mouraux         Alexandre Gareau 

Team Manager: Richard Gareau 




